
8th Grade Advanced Science Summer Assignment1 
  

Purpose:  To assess thinking and problem solving skills in Science 
  

·      All work should be hand written, no computer generated work. 
·      All questions should be answered in complete sentences. 
·      Grammar rules should be followed. 
·      Work should be reflective of beginning 8th grade level work. 
·      All responses should be recorded on notebook paper. 
·      Each assignment will be graded using a Rubric.  These three grades will be our first grades 

for the new semester. 
·      Be sure to include your full name and the subject (Science) on each sheet of paper you 

turn in. 
  
Your summer Science Assignment is not completed unless you turn in all parts.  

1. Interpreting Graphs 

2. Share Knowledge 

3. Scientific Method 
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1.#Interpreting#Graphs:#Study&the&graph&below&and&make&three&conclusions.&&Write&the&
conclusions&in&paragraph&form&using&evidence&from&the&graph.&
!
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#
2.#Knowledge:#Read!the!passage!below,!and!then!complete!the!writing!activity.!
!

Your% seven*year*old% neighbor% has% just% developed% a% new% interest% in%

science% and% wants% to% learn% all% that% she% can.% You% know% that% many%

examples%of%science%are%all%around%you,%so%you%decide%to%take%her%on%a%

science% tour% of% your% house% or% your% neighborhood% to% point% them% out.%

Write% a% detailed% description% of% a% tour% that% you%might% plan% for% your%

young% neighbor.% Your% tour% should% include% at% least% five% examples% of%

everyday% objects% or% events% that% illustrate% common% science% concepts.%

Your% examples% could% illustrate% changes% in% states%of%matter;% elements%

and%their%properties;%simple%machines;%temperature%and%heat;%laws%of%

motion;%gravity;%waves;%or%any%other%science%concepts% that%you%could%

explain%easily% to%a% seven*year*old.%List% your%examples% in% the%order% in%

which%you%would%visit%them%on%your%tour.%Then%write%what%you%would%

say%about%each.%



3.#Scientific#Method:##
!
The scientific method helps you find answers to your questions about the world. It starts 

with a question and your answer to the question based on your observations. This 

“answer” is called your hypothesis. The next step is to test your hypothesis by creating 

experiments that can be repeated by other people in other places. If your experiment is 

repeated many times with the same results and conclusions, this information becomes 

part of the scientific knowledge we have about the world.#
 

Steps to the Scientific Method 
1. Make observations or research something. 

2. Ask a question or state a problem. 
3. State a hypothesis. 

4. Test the hypothesis with an experiment. 
5. Draw conclusions based on the test. 

 
Read the following story. You will use this story to practice using the scientific 
method. 

 

Eddie gives his mother a bunch of roses for Mother’s Day. She fills a vase with water, trims the 

ends of the flower stems, and arranges the roses in the vase. Then she remembers that she heard 

from a friend that putting an aspirin in the water helps the flowers stay fresh longer. She goes to the 

medicine cabinet to look for aspirin. Eddie’s sister Kela comes into the kitchen and sees the flowers. 

She said she heard putting a few drops of bleach in the water helps keep the flowers fresh. She 

thinks it is because the bleach kills the bacteria in the water. Eddie thinks it seems strange that 

aspirin or bleach would be better than plain water. He asks his mother if they can do an experiment to 

find out whether the aspirin or bleach will make the flowers last longer. She thinks it is a good idea 

and finds some smaller vases to hold the flowers. Now, answer the following questions about the 

process they used to reach their conclusion. 

 

1. What are the observations that Eddie has made? 

2. What questions does Eddie want to answer during the experiment? 

3. What hypothesis would Eddie’s mother make based on the information she 

heard from a friend? 

4. What hypothesis would Kela make? 

5. What hypothesis would Eddie make? 

 



Eddie, Kela, and their mother divide the flowers into three bunches of four flowers each. They 

mix the flowers so the bunches are as identical as possible. They put water in the vases. Into one 

vase, they add an aspirin, wait for it to dissolve, mix the water, and add the flowers. Into another 

vase, they add three drops of bleach, mix the water, and add the flowers. The flowers are put into 

plain water in the third vase. 

6. What two things about the water should be the same for all three vases? 

 

The three vases are placed near a window on the kitchen counter. They decide to change the water 

every evening, adding new aspirin and bleach to the water each day. Each day they will also compare 

the condition of the flowers. 

 
7. List two factors that should be kept the same for all three vases during the 

experiment. Don’t use factors you listed in the previous question. 

8. What sort of data should they record each day to compare the flowers? 

Create a data table Eddie could use for this investigation. 

 
One week later, they look over their data and compare the flowers. The flowers with the aspirin in the 

water have lost a total of seven petals and have many brown spots. The flowers with the bleach in the 

water have lost a total of two petals and have hardly any brown spots. The flowers in the plain water 

have lost four petals and have a medium amount of brown spots. 

 
9. Based on the data, what should Eddie, Kela, and their mother conclude 

about the experiment?  

10. In this experiment, the water was changed each day. Do you think the 

results would have been different if the same water had been left in the 

vases all week?  

11. State a different question you could answer about the freshness of flowers 

that uses some or all of the same materials. 


